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ABOUT
THE EDGE

The sprawling metropolis of Lagos is benefitting from the glory of its resurgence. Focusing on socio-economic and political platforms, Lagos sees to see the full development of the middle class and
the service industry. At the centre of this development rises a new development, called The Edge.
A new contemporary landmark in Ikoyi; The Edge is the new standard of living in the heart of Queens
Drive. This is an opportunity to live in a beautiful, well-finished and luxurious development in the heart
of city’s economic, cultural and social hub.
Conceived by Chrome Homes Ltd., this is a 10-unit development (6 terraced units and 4 maisonettes)
situated on a unique, triangular plot in one of Ikoyi’s most historic locations. Located at 4b Iru Close,
off Queens Drive in Ikoyi, this development not only represents one of many real estate ventures for
Chrome Homes. But more importantly, it serves as a beacon to future exciting developments in Lagos.
This competition-winning entry of 6 townhouses and 4 maisonettes is arranged around a courtyard
and form an absolutely unique addition to the Ikoyi Skyline. It is a combination of modern luxury
living, sustainable design, value engineering and the context-responsive layout is a master-class in
space utilisation.
The project is due for completion in 2020.
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LOCATION
BENEFITS
WELCOME TO
THE EDGE

Ikoyi is home to numerous shopping centres with a large number fashion houses, boutiques, salons, clothing
stores, restaurants and bars, mostly found on the busy Awolowo road. Supermarkets, pharmacies, medical
and dental clinics are aplenty not only on Awolowo road but also in the other non-residential areas of Ikoyi.
Other notable landmarks are Lagos Polo Club, Ikoyi Club and Southern Sun Hotel.
The architectural and urban heritage of Ikoyi embodies its urban experience through such landmarks like the
Court of Industrial Arbitration, Kings College, Corona School, Federal High Court, Dodan Baracks, and JAMB
Secretariat, Niger Towers, Kingsway Road (now known as Alfed Rewane Road), Awolowo road, Radio Nigeria
and the former Police Headquarters.
The Edge’s location is steeped in the history and heritage of old Lagos. Five-Cowrie Creek is a few minutes
away, with connections to the other areas of the island and mainland, the development gives you the opportunity to enjoy the best Lagos has to offer.
It really is the perfect place to embrace and enjoy all the city has to offer….shops, restaurants, bars and clubs,
history, art, dance and music.
Some of the leading schools are within easy reach and The Edge is a new benchmark for Ikoyi in both ambition of design and the sheer excellence of the apartments. The landscaping and grounds itself are a sight to
behold with a gorgeous infinity pool in a secluded corner of the plot.
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IKOYI, LAGOS
THERE’S NOWHERE
LIKE LAGOS!

Ikoyi is an island separated by a narrow waterway from mainland Lagos
which has a number of of upmarket residential properties. Separated by
Five-Cowrie Creek, it’s mere minutes away across the waterway to Victoria Island that has a wide choice of restaurants, cinemas, shops, schools,
hotels and business headquarters.
Originally designed to be a residential area for the expatriate community
by the British colonial governments of late 1800s to early 1950s, Ikoyi
is presently home to top government officials, diplomats, and leading
local businessmen as well as expatriates working in top management
positions throughout the Oil and Gas industry.
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ABOUT
THE SITE
4B IRU CLOSE

Situated on an exquisitely contemporary development on 2,346 sqm of
land that is strategically located in the prestigious, residential district of
Ikoyi. The Edge sits on a plot which is triangular in nature, which gave
way to the building’s interesting boomerang form. The orientation of the
building is predominantly North-facing, thus minimising solar heat gain
resulting in relatively cool living spaces.
The homes range in size from 350sqm – 650sqm three and four storeys.
They have been designed to exude an iconic aura and offer generous
space and light for residents with all dwellings benefiting from strategically orientated terraces and the maisonettes crowned with continuous
perimeter terraces.
Several elements work together to ensure the building yields thoroughly
resolved views regardless of where sighted from.
The stunning architecture and interior has been designed specifically
with a contemporary feel in mind, giving the immediate area a breath of
fresh air. Every detail has been painstakingly considered to complement
the distinct façade, with consistent focus being place on inward facing,
serene views with ample natural light and vast space throughout.
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SITE
INFORMATION
L AYO U T & D E S I G N

With a dignified exterior in black and natural stones and post-modern interior finishing in
white with finesse of grey porcelain designed by renowned local architectural studio, Lateral
Design Concepts, the design element of the building, putting emphasis in the selection of
finishing, materials and layout is at par with international standards. Through the inclusion
of vertical proportions to tone down the potentially imposing horizontal emphasis and windows with deep reveals, the development sports a simple, beautifully proportioned and
elegant façade synonymous with our language and interpretation of luxury.
Each unit also has access to the pool at the base of the site, the gym and those units on the
ground floor also have their own beautifully landscaped garden. The single four storey block
is clad in an aluminium framed breathable facade, double-glazed bronze-anodised windows
and curtain walling, and frameless glass balustrades. The Pentfloor maisonettes enjoy panoramic views of the entirety of Ikoyi including the Lagos Lagoon.
The development comprises of five floors; three of which are made up of residential apartments. All units have a minimum of 4 ensuite bedrooms, a maids room, a sun room / reception, a family room, a formal living and dining room, kitchen, multiple fire exists and 3
dedicated car parking spaces.
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TERRACES

M

Maisonette

T

Terrace

THE EDGE

M2

M3

M1
M4

The Edge offers the ultimate choice in luxury living with six terraces of approximately 410 sqm each.
Each unit has high ceilings and floor-to ceiling windows that not only allow for natural lighting but
also lead to generous terraces. Large glazed windows shed light and life into the living spaces, with
gleaming glass balconies and contemporary facade which look both inwards and outwards. Internally,
the beautifully designed spaces incorporate a minimalist palette whilst stylish finishes offer a touch of
luxury for a modern lifestyle.
The terraces, split over three floors, provide a panoramic view of a scenic pool and green landscape.
With built-in bespoke wardrobes and kitchen cabinets, the units are not fully furnished to enable its
residents the option to furnish as per their own taste and requirements. Spread over the ground, first
and second floors, each terrace provides an uncompromising commitment to cater to cosmopolitan

T3

tastes.
Sun Room Reception
4-bedrooms (Ensuite) + 1 Service Quarter
Living Room + Dining

Guest Bathroom

T1

T5

State-of-the-art Kitchen
Study

T2

T4

T6

Terraces
3 parking spaces per unit
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GROUND FLOOR

FIRST FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

Reception

Kitchen

Reception

Sun Room

Dining Room

Sun Room

Maid’s Room

Living Room

Maid’s Room

Study

Bedrooms 1, 2 & 3 (En-Suite)

Guest Bedroom
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TERRACES
SUNROOM RECEPTION
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TERRACES
LIVING ROOM & DINING
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TERRACES
KITCHEN
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TERRACES
MASTER BEDROOM
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MAISONETTES

M

Maisonette

T

Terrace

THE EDGE

M2

M3

M1
M4

Offering unique choices in luxury living with four maisonettes of approximately 475 sqm each, the
modern design of the penthouses is expressed through a combination of generous space planning,
high ceilings and floor-to-ceiling windows that not only allow for natural lighting but also lead to a
large terrace.
With an abundance of light shed into the living spaces, the clear glazed balconies and modern facade look both inwards and outwards. The beautifully designed interior spaces incorporate a clean,
neutral palette with contemporary finishing.
Split over two floors, the maisonettes provide a breathtaking view of the scenic pool and green
landscape.

T3

Located on the fourth and fifth floors, each maisonette provides an uncompromising commitment
to delivering a beautifully finished residence.Reception Hall

T2

T4

4-bedrooms (Ensuite) + 1 Service Quarter
Living Room + Dining
State-of-the-art Kitchen
Study
Guest Bathroom

T1

T5
T6

Terraces
3 parking spaces per unit
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FOURTH FLOOR (MAISONETTE LOWER LEVEL)

FIFTH FLOOR (MAISONETTE UPPER LEVEL)

Reception Hall

Bedrooms 1, 2 & 3

Guest Bedroom

Study

Living + Dining

Family Living + Large Balcony

Kitchen
Maid’s Room
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MAISONETTES
LIVING + DINING
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MAISONETTES
KITCHEN
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MAISONETTES
MASTER BEDROOM
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MAISONETTES
STUDY
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FACILITIES
SECURITY, TECHNOLOGY
& COMFORT
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•

Double-Gated Security Post

•

Ample high security parking space (31 spaces)

•

High speed connectivity and networking facilities

•

Infinity Pool set within a serene and harmonious landscape

•

Pool house and state-of-the-art gym

•

Each unit comes with 1 Service Quarter

•

Visual and CCTV camera surveillance

•

Metal fenced and guarded building

•

Control videophone

•

Intruder alarm

•

Gas detector

•

Lightning protection

•

Power-backup

•

Central air conditioning system

•

High speed internet service, TV and Satellite

•

Low emission lighting

•

Green technology/friendly environment

•

Renewable Energy (Solar)

•

Greywater Recycling
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ABOUT
CHROME HOMES
Chrome Homes is an international luxury property development and management company renowned for creating exclusive luxury homes and experiences over the past decade.
Established in the United Kingdom in 2002 and Nigeria in 2008, they have built a desirable reputation for developing and delivering some of the finest real estate solutions to their high value clients with great attention
to detail and matchless quality. In addition to building new luxury homes, they offer a comprehensive turn-key
construction for private clients wishing to redesign their existing homes or properties to accommodate a luxurious
style and fittings.
For over 10 years, Chrome Homes has defined itself by taking on note-worthy buildings and transforming them
into treasured developments. These design-led developments use the best quality, craftsmanship and architectural style. However, Chrome Homes projects are more than aesthetically pleasing and have more than state-ofthe-art interiors.
With their wealth of experience and that of their design and technical team, in the past decade, Chrome Homes
has shaped its reputation and pedigree in developments locally and internationally. From residential projects
to commercial developments, they have developed a reputation for bespoke style and enhancing the value of
exclusive locations.
Their extensive team of talented creatives, experts brings additional depth to their work that lies within the field of
bespoke design, construction, architectural and interior design services. Chrome Homes takes pride in delivering
only the best using a proven workforce comprising of internationally acclaimed Architects, Builders, Equipment
providers and solution architects.
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CONTACT US
THE EDGE: 4B IRU CLOSE
OFF QUEEN’S DRIVE
IKOYI lAGOS
0700 THE EDGE
ENQUIRIES@THEEDGEIKOYI.COM

